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We present the interpolation search B-tree (ISB-tree), a new cache-aware indexing scheme
that supports update operations (insertions and deletions) in O (1) worst-case block
transfers and search operations in O (logB logn) expected block transfers, where B
represents the disk block size and n denotes the number of stored elements. The expected
search bound holds with high probability for a large class of (unknown) input distributions.
The worst-case search bound of our indexing scheme is O (logB n) block transfers. Our
update and expected search bounds constitute a considerable improvement over the
O (logB n) worst-case block transfer bounds for search and update operations achieved
by the B-tree and its numerous variants. This is also veriﬁed by an accompanying
experimental study.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
More than three decades after its invention, B-tree [6,8] and its variants remain the ubiquitous external memory data
structure for indexing and organizing large data sets with numerous applications, especially in database systems. Its pop-
ularity is mainly due to the stable and guaranteed performance for search and update (insertion and deletion) operations,
which both cost O (logB n) block transfers in the worst-case, with B and n representing the number of elements in a disk
block and the number of stored elements, respectively. The most heavily used application is the eﬃcient answering of one-
dimensional range search queries using O (logB n + r) block transfers, where R = rB is the number of elements reported.
In such a query, the elements in a range [z1, z2] can be found by ﬁrst searching the B-tree for z1 and then performing an
in-order traversal in the tree from z1 to z2. These bounds hold for any cache-aware disk-access model, that is, a model that
accounts memory transfers in disk blocks of known sizes, as these transfers are the dominating operation w.r.t. time. In this
paper, we consider one of the most known and widely used such models, namely the two-level memory hierarchy model
introduced in [2,36]. In this model, the memory hierarchy consists of an internal (main) memory and an arbitrarily large
external memory (disk) partitioned into blocks of size B . The data from the external to the main memory and vice versa
are transferred in blocks (one block at a time).
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in practice for various applications — B+-trees [8], B∗-trees [8,16], SB-trees [26], weight-balanced B-trees [4], level-balanced
B-trees [1], and others [5,22,29–31]; see the excellent survey by Vitter [35] for an extended accounting of these and other
variants and their applications — to make it parallel for use in multi-disk environments [32], to tune it for concurrency
and recovery purposes [18,33], to extend it to cover other than the original ﬁeld [11], etc. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the aforementioned search and update bounds of B-tree and its variants remained untouched all these years.
The same applies to the one-dimensional range search query bound, although some variants (with B+-tree being the most
popular) offer a slightly different search procedure, where the leaves are linked together and hence allow for sequential
access. Regarding the update operation, it should be noted that it consists of three consecutive phases: a search phase (to
locate the place of the update), an element-updating phase (to insert the new element, or delete the located element), and
a rebalancing phase (to restore the B-tree structure). Excluding the ﬁrst phase (search operation), the dominating phase of
an update operation is the rebalancing one, since the element-updating phase takes typically O (1) block transfers (and/or
time). In the case of B-tree and its variants, the rebalancing phase requires Θ(logB n) block transfers in the worst-case.
This implies that the update operation takes Θ(logB n) block transfers, even in the case where the update position (block
within which the update will take place) is given. Note that there are certain applications (see e.g., [9,19]) which justify the
exclusion of the search phase in an update operation: once the requested element has been found, then the next element
to be searched is located “near by” and hence a new search is redundant.
In this work, we present a new indexing scheme, called ISB-tree (Interpolation Search B-tree), that supports search
operations in O (logB logn) expected block transfers with high probability (w.h.p.) for a large class of input distributions
(including both uniform and non-uniform classes) described below, and update operations in O (1) block transfers, provided
that the update position is given. The search bound implies that a one-dimensional range search query can be supported in
O (logB logn + r) expected block transfers with high probability. The worst-case block transfers for the search operation in
our indexing scheme are O (logB n).
To achieve our expected search bound we consider a rather general scenario of μ-random insertions and random dele-
tions, where μ is a so-called smooth probability density [3,25]. An insertion is μ-random if the key to be inserted is drawn
randomly with density function μ; a deletion is random if every key present in the data structure is equally likely to be
deleted [17]. In our update scenario, we slightly favour insertions over deletions to avoid deleting all elements; i.e., the next
operation in the update sequence is a μ-random insertion with probability p > 1/2 and a random deletion with probability
1 − p. Informally, a distribution deﬁned over an interval I is smooth if the probability density over any subinterval of I
does not exceed a speciﬁc bound, however small this subinterval is (i.e., the distribution does not contain sharp peaks).
Smooth distributions are a superset of uniform, bounded, and several non-uniform distributions (e.g., the class of regular
distributions introduced by Willard [37]).
Our indexing scheme is a two-level data structure. The upper level is a non-straightforward externalization of the static
interpolation search tree presented in [14]. The lower level is a forest of buckets, each of which is implemented by a new
variant of the classical B-tree, the Lazy B-tree, which we introduce here. The lazy B-tree, which may be of independent in-
terest, supports the search operation in O (logB n) block transfers and an update operation in O (1) block transfers, provided
that the update position is given. However, a straightforward combination of the above structures does not necessarily lead
to better bounds, since:
(i) the number of elements within a bucket may grow arbitrarily large, as insertions are performed; and
(ii) we strive for creating a robust indexing scheme, that is, a data structure that works correctly without a priori knowledge
of the particular smooth distribution μ.
To overcome these problems, we employ a combinatorial game of bins and balls introduced in [14] that allows to upper
bound the number of elements in a bucket, and to approximate an unknown distribution by an almost uniform one.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that uses the dynamic interpolation search paradigm in the framework
of indexing data in external memory.
External data structures related to our approach are those based on hashing [16,23,35]. The main representatives of
external memory hashing methods include: extendible hashing [10], linear hashing [20], and external perfect hashing [12].
These hashing schemes and their variants need O (1) expected block transfers for answering search queries, but they share
various disadvantages when compared to our structure:
(i) they do not support range queries;
(ii) their expected case analysis usually assumes uniform input distributions (or input distributions that produce uniform
hash key values); and
(iii) they exhibit poor worst case performance.
An effort was made to alleviate these disadvantages by combining B-trees with hashing in a two level data structure scheme
called bounded disorder [21]. The bounded disorder scheme has time complexity dominated by that of the B-tree, as well
as by the size of the data nodes which are structured as hash tables, and thus suffers from the same weaknesses as hash
tables and B-trees when compared to our structure.
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throughout the paper, and deﬁne formally the class of smooth probability distributions. In Section 3, we discuss the Lazy
B-tree. The main result of this paper, the ISB-tree, with the complexity analysis of its operations is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 provides an experimental evaluation with synthetic and real data of our theoretical ﬁndings. We conclude in
Section 6. A preliminary version of this work appeared in [15].
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we brieﬂy review B-trees and the static interpolation search tree, and formally deﬁne the class of non-
uniform input distributions that we consider.
2.1. The B-tree
The B-tree is a Θ(B)-ary tree (with the root possibly having smaller degree) built on top of Θ(n/B) leaves. The degree
of internal nodes, as well as the number of elements in a leaf, is typically kept in the range [B/2, B] such that a node or
leaf can be stored in one disk block. All leaves are on the same level and the tree has height O (logB n). This guarantees
that a search operation can be accomplished within O (logB n) block transfers. An insertion is performed in O (logB n) block
transfers by ﬁrst searching down the tree for the relevant leaf l. If there is room for the new element in l, then we simply
store it there. Otherwise, we split l into two leaves l′ and l′′ of approximately the same size and insert the new element in
the relevant leaf. The split of l results in the insertion of a new routing element in the parent of l, and thus the split may
propagate up the tree. Propagation of splits can often be avoided by sharing some of the (routing) elements of the full node
with a non-full sibling. A new (degree 2) root is produced when the root splits and the height of the tree grows by one.
Similarly, a deletion can be performed in O (logB n) block transfers by ﬁrst searching down the tree for the relevant leaf l
and then removing the deleted element. If this results in l containing too few elements, then we either fuse it with one of
its siblings (corresponding to deleting l and inserting its elements in a sibling), or we perform a share operation by moving
elements from a sibling to l. Fuse operations may also propagate up the tree and eventually result in the height of the tree
decreasing by one.
2.2. Input distributions
One of the ﬁrst works, in the context of internal memory data structures, that investigated non-uniform distributions
regarding insertions in an update sequence was that of Willard [37], who introduced the so-called regular distributions.
A probability density μ is regular if there are constants b1,b2,b3,b4 such that μ(x) = 0 for x < b1 or x > b2, and μ(x)
b3 > 0 and |μ′(x)| b4 for b1  x b2. This has been further pursued by Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis [25], who introduced the
smooth input distributions, a notion that was further generalized and reﬁned in [3]. Given two functions f1 and f2, a density
function μ = μ[a,b](x) is ( f1, f2)-smooth [3] if there exists a constant β , such that for all c1, c2, c3, a  c1 < c2 < c3  b,
and all integers n, it holds that
c2∫
c2− c3−c1f1(n)
μ[c1, c3](x)dx β · f2(n)
n
where μ[c1, c3](x) = 0 for x < c1 or x > c3, and μ[c1, c3](x) = μ(x)/p for c1  x c3 where p =
∫ c3
c1
μ(x)dx.
Intuitively, function f1 partitions an arbitrary subinterval [c1, c3] ⊆ [a,b] into f1 equal parts, each of length c3−c1f1 =
O ( 1f1 ); that is, f1 measures how ﬁne is the partitioning of an arbitrary subinterval. Function f2 guarantees that no
part, of the f1 possible, gets more probability mass than
β· f2
n ; that is, f2 measures the sparseness of any subinterval
[c2 − c3−c1f1 , c2] ⊆ [c1, c3]. The class of ( f1, f2)-smooth distributions (for appropriate choices of f1 and f2) is a superset of
both regular and uniform classes of distributions, as well as of several non-uniform classes [3,14]. Actually, any probability
distribution is ( f1,Θ(n))-smooth, for a suitable choice of β .
2.3. The static interpolation search tree
The static interpolation search tree is a searching data structure presented in [14]. It is a static and explicit version of
the search trees used in [3,25] that address the classical searching problem, which for our purposes is deﬁned as follows.
Consider a random ﬁle S = {X1, . . . , Xn}, where each key Xi ∈ [a,b] ⊂ R, 1  i  n, obeys an unknown distribution μ.
Let P = {X(1), . . . , X(n)} be an increasing ordering of S . The goal is to ﬁnd the largest key X( j) ∈ P that precedes a target
element x.
A static interpolation search tree (SIST) corresponding to P stores the elements of P in its leaves and can be fully
characterized by three functions H(n), R(n) and I(n), which are non-decreasing and invertible with a second derivative
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less than or equal to zero. H(n) denotes the height of the tree, R(n) denotes the out-degree of the root, and I(n) denotes
how ﬁne is the partition of the set of elements. The root node of SIST corresponds to the ordered ﬁle P of size n (see
Fig. 1). Each child (node at depth 1) corresponds to a part of P of size n1 = nR(n) , i.e., the subtree rooted at each child of
the root has n1 = n/R(n) elements of P (stored at its leaves) and height H(n1) = H(n/R(n)) = H(n) − 1. In other words,
achieving a height of H(n) dictates that R(n) = n/H−1(H(n) − 1). Moreover, H(n) should be o(logn) and not O (1), and
H−1(i) = 0, for 1  i  H(n) − 1. In order to handle an as large as possible class of distributions μ, the approximation of
the sample density should be as ﬁne as possible, implying that I(n) should be as large as possible. Since I(n) affects space,
it is chosen as I(n) = n · g(H(n)), where ∑∞i=1 g(i) = Θ(1), so that the space of SIST remains linear. In general, consider
an internal node v at depth i  0 (n0 = n) and assume that ni elements of P are stored in the subtree rooted at v , whose
keys take values in [,u]. Then, v has R(ni) children, each one corresponding to a subﬁle of P of size ni+1 = ni/R(ni).
It can be easily veriﬁed that H(ni) = H(n) − i, which implies that ni = H−1(H(n) − i). Since ni+1 = ni/R(ni), we have
that H(ni/R(ni)) = H(ni+1) = H(ni) − 1 = H(n) − i − 1 implying that ni/R(ni) = H−1(H(n) − i − 1) or that v has degree
R(ni) = H−1(H(n) − i)/H−1(H(n) − i − 1). Moreover, I(ni) = ni · g(ni) = ni · g(H(n) − i).
Each internal node v of the tree at depth i is associated with an array REP[1..R(ni)] of sample elements, containing
one sample element for each of its subtrees, and an array ID[1..I(ni)] that stores a set of sample elements approximating
the inverse distribution function. The role of the ID array is to partition the interval [,u] into I(ni) equal parts, each of
length u−I(ni) . The role of the REP array is to partition its associated ordered subﬁle of P into R(ni) equal subﬁles, each of
size niR(ni) . For each node, parent and child pointers are explicitly maintained. The required pointer information can be easily
incorporated in the construction of the static interpolation search tree.
Using the ID array, we can interpolate the REP array to determine the subtree in which the search procedure will
continue. In particular, for the ID[1..I(ni)] array associated with node v , it can be easily veriﬁed [3,25] that ID[i] = j iff
REP[ j] <  + i(u − )/I(ni) REP[ j + 1]. In other words, the ID array helps us to interpolate REP by establishing the appro-
priate offset j + 1 in the REP array from which we can start our search to locate faster the particular subtree of v that we
will continue our searching procedure.
The above suggests the following searching procedure. Let x be the element we seek. Starting from the root, in each
node v of SIST at depth i, compute the index j = ID[	(I(ni)(x− )/(u − ))
] to interpolate the associated with v REP array,
and then search (sequentially) the REP array from REP[ j + 1] until you ﬁnd the appropriate child to continue the search,
that is, until you ﬁnd an index t such that REP[ j + 1 + t] < x  REP[ j + 2 + t]. If the elements are drawn from a smooth
distribution, then t = O (1) (with high probability; see [14,25]).
The aforementioned choice of functions H(n), R(n) and I(n) ensures that an SIST on n elements, drawn from an (n ·
g(H(n)), H−1(H(n) − 1))-smooth distribution μ, can be built in O (n) time and space [14]. In the case where R(n) = nδ ,
0 < δ < 1, and g(x) = x−(1+ε) , ε > 0 — which implies that H(n) = Θ(log logn) and I(n) = n/(log logn)(1+ε) — we get the
(n/(log logn)1+,n1−δ)-smooth distribution, which is the largest known such class in the hierarchy deﬁned by the smooth
distributions [3].
Throughout the paper, we say that an event E occurs with high probability (w.h.p.) if Pr[E] = 1− o(1).
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In this section we present a new variant of the B-tree, which we call the Lazy B-tree. The Lazy B-tree is based on a
simple but non-trivial externalization of the techniques introduced in [28]. It is another typical case of a two-level data
structure. The ﬁrst level consists of an ordinary B-tree, while the second level consists of buckets of size O (log2 n), where
n is approximately equal to the number of elements stored in the data structure. The rebalancing operations are guided
by the global rebalancing lemma given in [28] (see also [9,19]). In this scheme, each bucket is assigned a criticality which
is a variable number indicating how close this bucket is to be fused or split. Every time we update a bucket we increase
its criticality by one. Every O (logB n) updates we choose the bucket with the largest criticality and make a rebalancing
operation (fusion or split). The update of the lazy B-tree is performed incrementally (i.e., in a step-by-step manner) during
the next O (logB n) update operations and until the next rebalancing operation. The global rebalancing lemma ensures that
the size of the buckets will never be larger than O (log2 n).
To realize the lazy B-tree, the following problems must be tackled:
(1) the representation of the criticalities of the buckets; and
(2) the representation of each bucket.
Our solution is based on a simple externalization of dynamic sorted linked lists. Such a list E is a sorted linked list
storing a number, say k, of elements and supporting the following operations:
• Search(q, E): ﬁnd and return the element q in E if it exists; otherwise its predecessor.
• Insert(q, E): insert in E the new item q maintaining the order of elements.
• Delete(q, E): delete the existing element q from E .
List E consists of blocks of size B . The search operation is implemented by scanning sequentially all blocks of E until the
element is found, in O ( kB ) block transfers. Operations Insert and Delete are implemented by ﬁrst locating the corresponding
position and then by performing the update operation.
Assume that the update operation is performed on block b. Consider ﬁrst the case of an insertion. If b is not full, then
the new element is inserted in b. If b is full, then a new block b′ is constructed and half of the elements of b are moved
to b′ . Clearly, the number of block transfers for the insert operation, not taking into account the complexity of the search
operation, is O (1) in the worst-case. Now, consider the case of a deletion of an element q. First, q is removed from block b.
If the size of b is less than B2 , then it is fused with an adjacent block b
′ given that their combined size is no more than B ,
otherwise some elements are transferred from b′ to b.
In the following, we describe how we can construct a secondary data structure that allows to ﬁnd the most critical
bucket in O (1) worst-case number of block transfers as well as how to represent the buckets, using dynamic external
sorted linked lists.
3.1. Maintaining the criticalities of buckets
Consider a set S of k objects and assume that each object is assigned a value between 0 and log2 k (throughout the paper
with logk we will denote logk). In this section, we show how this set can be maintained such that insertions or deletions
of objects are accomplished within O (1) block transfers. In addition, the value of an object can be increased or decreased
by 1 in O (1) block transfers, and the object with the largest element is located and removed in O (1) block transfers. All
bounds are worst-case.
The set S is partitioned into logk subsets represented by a list L. The i-th element of L, 1 i  logk, stores all objects
with value in the range [(i − 1) · logk, i · logk). The i-th element of L is represented as a sublist Li whose j-th position,
denoted as Li, j , corresponds to all objects with value equal to (i − 1) · logk + j. Finally, each Li, j is represented again as a
list since there may be many objects with exactly the same value. The m-th element stored in list Li, j is denoted as Li, j,m ,
1m k. Fig. 2 illustrates this 3-level structure.
Lists L, Li , and Li, j , for 1 i, j  logk, are implemented as dynamic external sorted linked lists. Actually, we do not store
the objects themselves in these lists, but just their values; there is a pointer from every object to its corresponding element
in a list whose content is the object’s value.
The 3-level structure supports the following operations:
1. Add(o, L): inserts the value of an object o in structure L. The addition is always made in L1,1.
2. Remove(o, L): removes the value of an existing object o from structure L. The position of object o is given.
3. Inc(o, L): increases the value of object o by 1 in structure L. The position of object o is given.
4. Dec(o, L): decreases the value of object o by 1 in structure L. The position of object o is given.
5. RemoveMax(L): returns and deletes the object with the largest value in structure L.
We now turn to the implementation of these operations.
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Since the position of an object and (as a consequence) the corresponding list position, say Li, j , is given, the Remove(o, L)
operation can be easily performed in O (1) block transfers. In a similar way, the Add(o, L) operation requires O (1) block
transfers, since we can initially allocate a pointer from the object o to the list position L1,1 and vice versa. Assuming that
(the value of) object o lies in list Li, j , operation Inc(o, L) (operation Dec(o, L) has a similar function) is easily performed
by moving (the value of) o from Li, j to Li, j+1, if j < logk. If j = logk, then (the value of) o is moved to Li+1,1. Since the
insertion to a list Li, j is performed using O (1) block transfers by inserting it into its head block, the operation of increment
by one is also performed within the same bound. Finally, operation RemoveMax(L) is also performed using O (1) block
transfers by maintaining a pointer to the list Llogk, j for the maximum existing j and taking the ﬁrst element of this list.
Since the lists are always non-empty, it is trivial to update this pointer. The actual deletion of the (value of the) object is
also easy to implement in O (1) block transfers.
The above discussion establishes the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Operations Add(o, L), Remove(o, L), Inc(o, L), and RemoveMax(L) of the 3-level structure can be performed in O (1) block
transfers.
3.2. Maintaining buckets
The Lazy B-tree is a two-level data structure. The upper level of the structure is an ordinary leaf-oriented B-tree, while
the lower level is a set of buckets associated with the leaves of the tree that store all elements. As a result, the part of the
data structure that must be analyzed is the lower level. Since buckets may have up to O (log2 n) elements, we implement
them as a two-layered structure consisting of lists of size logn. The top layer inside a bucket is a list with size at most
logn that guides the search to the lists of the bottom layer. The lists of the bottom layer inside a bucket store at most logn
elements. These lists are implemented as dynamic external sorted linked lists.
To facilitate update operations we deﬁne the fullness Φ(Bi) of a bucket Bi as Φ(Bi) = |Bi |log2 n . The update algorithm will
ensure that 0.5  Φ(Bi)  2.1 We also deﬁne the criticality of a bucket Bi as γ (Bi,n) = 1α logn max{0.7 log2 n − |Bi |, |Bi| −
1.8 log2 n}, for an appropriately chosen constant α. (The values 0.7 and 1.8 are chosen so as to determine how close |Bi | is
to its two extreme values of 0.5 log2 n and 2 log2 n.) A bucket Bi is called critical if γ (Bi,n) > 0.
To maintain the criticalities, the above structure is associated with the 3-level structure of Section 3.1. The elements of S
are the buckets Bi,1 i m, of the ordinary B-tree. Hence, the number of elements in S will be m = O ( nlog2 n ). In addition,
each bucket Bi maintains a pointer BTL(Bi) to its corresponding element xi in list Li, j , provided that the criticality of Bi is
(i − 1) logm + j. Accordingly, element xi maintains a pointer LTB(xi) to bucket Bi . Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the lazy
B-tree.
The following theorem provides the complexities of the Lazy B-tree.
1 These values are chosen in order to satisfy the global rebalancing lemma [28].
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Theorem 1. The Lazy B-tree supports search operations in O (logB n) worst-case block transfers and update operations in O (1) worst-
case block transfers, provided that the update position is given.
Proof. The complexity for a search operation is decomposed into the following steps: (1) the search operation in the B-tree,
which is performed in O (logB n) block transfers; and (2) the search inside the buckets, which consists of a linear scan of
the list of the top layer and of the corresponding list of the bottom layer. Clearly, this procedure can be accomplished in
O ( lognB ) block transfers. Hence, the search operation is performed in an overall O (logB n+ lognB ) = O (logB n) block transfers.
We now turn to the update operations. Assume that the update position is in bucket Bi whose list in the top layer
is Zi . Assume also that the update position is in (the dynamically external sorted linked) list Zi, j of the bottom layer of the
lists in the bucket. Finally, assume that the update position is in block j and that the respective element in the list L that
stores the bucket’s criticality is xi . Blocks and lists must be dynamic in the sense that they must support the fundamental
operations of split, fuse and transfer.
If the update operation is the insertion of a new element q, then operation Insert(q, Zi, j) is invoked. If block j is full,
then this block is split and written on two new blocks in the disk. If the update operation is the deletion of element q, then
the operation Delete(q, Zi, j) is invoked. If block j is underfull, then a fuse or a share operation with an adjacent block must
be performed. In any case O (1) number of block transfers are necessary. Additionally, every time we update bucket Bi , to
which the block j belongs, we must compute its new criticality. If this criticality has been increased by one, then we must
additionally perform the Inc(xi, L) operation (similarly, if the criticality has been decreased by one we perform Dec(xi, L)).
Note that the position of xi is denoted by the pointer BTL(Bi) which is maintained by bucket Bi . If Bi had zero criticality
and after an insertion its criticality becomes 1, then operation Add(Bi, L) is invoked. If the bucket Bi participates in a fuse
operation with another bucket Bi+1 producing the bucket Bi+1, then we have to perform operation Remove(Bi, L). In all
these operations, the corresponding representative xi in L is provided by the pointer BTL(Bi).
The aforementioned bucket operations of fuse and split can be performed with O (1) block transfers, only if the two-
layer lists within a bucket have been properly preprocessed. This implies that incremental steps have to be performed in
the lists Zi, j and Zi during a sequence of update operations. If after an update operation Zi, j has
logn
B + 1 blocks, then the
last block is moved to a new, under construction, list Z ′i, j . When both lists have exactly logn/B blocks, then a new list Z
′
i, j
is constructed. The same procedure applies for the list Zi . This allows us to make splits of buckets in O (1) block transfers.
Fusions are tackled in a similar manner.
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be Bi (provided that L is non-empty), and let its list in the top layer be Zi . If Bi has non-zero criticality, then the following
rebalancing transformations are applied.
1. If Φ(Bi) > 1.8, then split the bucket Bi into two parts of approximately equal size, Bi and B ′i each of which has zero
criticality.
2. If Φ(Bi) < 0.7 and one of its adjacent buckets (let this be Bi+1) has Φ(Bi+1)  1, then transfer elements from Bi+1
to Bi . Both buckets will have zero criticality after the transfer.
3. If Φ(Bi) < 0.7 and transferring is not possible, then fuse with the adjacent bucket Bi+1. The bucket after the fuse will
have zero criticality.
4. Run the RemoveMax(L) operation.
When the RemoveMax(L) operation is performed, the corresponding critical bucket becomes non-critical as a result of
the application of the rebalancing operations. In addition to the block transfers required to split/fuse buckets, a bucket
rebalancing step may require O (logB n) block transfers to insert/delete a bucket representative to/from the upper level B-
tree. Since the total work to rebalance a bucket is O (logB n), we can perform it with O (1) work per update spread over to
no more than α logB n updates. In [9,19,28] it was proved that the described update procedure guarantees that no bucket
will get more than Θ(log2 nˆ) elements, where nˆ is the number of current elements. In other words, if we ensure that each
bucket is of that size, then we can guarantee that between two rebalancing operations in the upper level tree no other
rebalancing can occur and consequently the incremental spread of work is possible. 
4. The data structure
For ease of exposition we divide this section into two parts. In the ﬁrst part the main components of the structure are
provided, while in the second part the time and space complexity of the various operations are analyzed.
4.1. The ISB-tree
The ISB-tree is a two-level data structure. The lower level is a set of buckets each of which contains a subset of the stored
elements. Each bucket is implemented as a Lazy B-tree and is represented by a unique representative. The representatives
of the buckets as well as some additional elements are stored in the upper level structure.
The upper level data structure is an external version T of the static interpolation search tree (SIST) [14] (recall its
deﬁnition from Section 2), with parameters R(n) = nδ , I(n) = n/(log logn)1+ , where  > 0, δ = 1− 1B , and n is the number
of stored elements in the tree. That is, the elements are inserted according to an (n/(log logn)1+ ,n1−δ)-smooth distribution.
The speciﬁc choice of δ guarantees the desirable O (logB logn) height of the upper level structure. For each node that
stores more than B1+
1
B−1 elements in its subtree, we represent its REP and ID arrays as static external sorted arrays;
otherwise, we store all the elements in a constant number of disk blocks. In particular, let v be a node and nv be the
number of stored elements in its subtree, with nv  B1+
1
B−1 . Node v is associated with two external arrays EREPv and
EIDv . The EIDv array uses O (
I(nv )
B ) contiguous blocks, the EREPv array uses O (
R(nv )
B ) contiguous blocks, while an arbitrary
element of the arrays can be accessed with O (1) block transfers, given its index. Moreover, the choice of the parameter
B1+
1
B−1 guarantees that each of the EREPv and EIDv arrays contains at least B elements, and hence we do not waste space
(in terms of underfull blocks) in the external memory representation. The upper level, which we shall refer to as external
SIST, is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The lower level structure is a set of ρ buckets, each one implemented as a Lazy B-tree. Let S0 be the set of elements to be
stored, where the elements take values in [a,b]. Each bucket Bi , 1 i  ρ , stores a subset of elements and is represented by
the element rep(i) = max{x: x ∈ Bi}. The set of elements stored in the buckets constitute an ordered collection B1, . . . ,Bρ
such that max{x: x ∈ Bi} < min{y: y ∈ Bi+1} for all 1  i < ρ − 1. In other words, Bi = {x: x ∈ (rep(i − 1), rep(i)]}, for
2 i  ρ , and B1 = {x: x ∈ [rep(0), rep(1)]}, where rep(0) = a and rep(ρ) = b.
The ISB-tree is maintained by incrementally performing global reconstructions [27]. Let S0 be the set of stored elements
at the latest reconstruction, and assume that S0 = {x1, . . . , xn0 } in sorted order. During the reconstruction the set S1 ={xi·lnn0 : i = 1, . . . , n0τ − 1} ∪ {b}, τ = max{B, lnn0} is deﬁned. The i-th element of S1 is the representative rep(i) of the i-th
bucket Bi , where 1 i  ρ and ρ = |S1| = n0τ . An element x ∈ S0 is stored twice:
1. As a leaf of the external SIST containing x.
2. In Bi , iff rep(i − 1) < x rep(i), for i ∈ {2, . . . , n0τ }; otherwise (x rep(1)), x is stored in B1.
Each leaf in the external SIST maintains a pointer to the bucket in which it belongs. Additionally, each bucket is equipped
with a pointer to the leaf containing its representative.
This redundancy which comes from storing elements in buckets as well as in the leaves of the SIST during the recon-
struction, may seem curious, but it has a critical role in the analysis of the expected performance of the external SIST. First,
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the elements of S0 are stored in the bottom level (buckets) to guarantee that it is highly unlikely that a bucket will become
empty due to random deletions (Section 4.2). Second, the elements of S0 are stored in the top level of the external SIST to
guarantee the expected performance of the search procedure in a manner similar to the interpolation search trees presented
in [3,25]. This is captured by the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let T be an external SIST on a set S of n elements generated by a μ-random distribution and let T ′ be any subtree of T
which spans a subset S ′ ⊂ S. Then, the elements of S ′ are also μ-randomly distributed.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4 in [25]. 
We now move to the description of the operations supported by the ISB tree. In order to insert/delete an element, given
the position (block) of the update, we simply have to insert/delete the element to/from the Lazy B-tree storing the elements
of the corresponding bucket. Note that the external SIST is not affected by these updates. This means that there are leaves
which do not correspond to elements in buckets while at the same time there are elements which are not stored in the
leaves of the external SIST. Each time the number of updates exceeds cn0, where 0 < c < 1, the whole data structure is
reconstructed. Let n be the number of stored elements at this time. After the reconstruction, the number of buckets is equal
to  nlnn .
The search procedure for locating a query element x can be decomposed into two phases:
(i) the traversal of internal nodes of the external SIST in order to locate a bucket Bi , and
(ii) the search for x in the Lazy B-tree storing the elements of Bi .
Phase (i) starts from the root of the external SIST. It checks the external arrays on the root and by interpolating it decides
into which child the search procedure will continue. More speciﬁcally, let v be a node in the search path for query ele-
ment x, nv be the number of leaves in its subtree, and let lv and uv be the minimum and the maximum element, resp.,
stored in the subtree rooted at v . As we have already mentioned, node v is associated with two external arrays EREPv
and EIDv . To interpolate, we compute the value i = 	 x−lvuv−lv R(nv )
 and ﬁnd the index j = EIDv [i], by retrieving the  iB -th
block of the EIDv array. We then scan the blocks of the EREPv array, starting from its  jB -th block, until locating an index
l such that EREPv [l] x < EREPv [l + 1]. Then we continue recursively in the same manner in the l-th child of v , until we
reach a leaf. By following the respective pointer of this leaf we locate the corresponding bucket Bi . In this case, the search
procedure is concluded by entering phase (ii) and by searching further in the Lazy B-tree of the bucket Bi .
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In this section, we analyze the bounds of the search and update operations. Recall that the elements are inserted accord-
ing to an unknown (n/(log logn)1+,n1−δ)-smooth distribution μ. Our analysis starts with the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The traversal of internal nodes of the external SIST requires a number of O (logB logn) expected block transfers with high
probability.
Proof. During the searching phase (i), the algorithm visits a path P of h nodes with the last node being a leaf that points
to the root of a Lazy B-tree. Let u1, . . . ,uh be the nodes in the path listed in order of visit and consider a node ui in the
path. Let ni the number of leaves (elements) in the subtree rooted at ui , which, according to Lemma 2, are μ-randomly
distributed. In [25, Lemma 7] it was proven that, for the special case where δ = 1/2 there is a constant c such that the
probability that the interpolation procedure takes in ui more than  steps is bounded from above by (
c

)
√
ni . Their analysis
can be immediately extended in order to prove that for δ = 1 − 1B there is a constant c such that the probability that the
interpolation procedure takes in ui more than  steps is bounded from above by (
c

)n
1−δ
i . For  = 2c the above bound
becomes ( 12 )
2cn1−δi . Let q be the probability that there is a node in P for which interpolating takes more than 2c steps. Then,
it follows that q 
∑h
i=1( 12 )
2cn1−δi  h( 12 )2c(logn)
1−δ
. Hence, for the probability p that searching phase (i) takes less than 2ch
steps, we have that p  1 − h( 12 )2c(logn)
1−δ
. Since h = O (logB logn0), where n0 = O (n) is the number of stored elements at
the latest reconstruction, we get: h( 12 )
2c(logn)1−δ → 0, as n grows, and thus we conclude that the searching phase (i) takes
2ch = O (logB logn) expected block transfers with high probability. 
The insertions and deletions of elements into the ISB-tree can be simulated by a combinatorial game of balls and bins
described in [14] for an internal ﬁnger-search data structure. In particular, balls correspond to elements and bins to buckets.
Insertions of elements into the ISB-tree can be simulated by the insertion of balls into bins according to an unknown
smooth probability density μ. Similarly, the deletion of an element from the ISB-tree can be simulated by the deletion of
an element from a bin uniformly at random. As in [14], the next operation in the update sequence is a μ-random insertion
with probability p > 1/2 and a random deletion with probability 1− p. This guarantees that with high probability a bucket
will never become empty due to random deletions. For this process the following has been proven in [14].
Theorem 2. Consider the aforementioned combinatorial game of n balls and n/ lnn bins, where balls are inserted into bins according
to an unknown smooth probability distribution and balls are deleted from a bin uniformly at random. Then, the expected number of
balls in a bin is Θ(logn) with high probability.
The following lemma establishes the searching bound within a bucket of the ISB-tree.
Lemma 4. Searching for an element in a bucket of the ISB-tree takes O (logB logn) expected block transfers with high probability.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1 and the size of each bucket, which is determined by Theorem 2. 
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 3. Suppose that the upper level of the ISB-tree is an external static interpolation search tree with parameters R(n0) = nδ0 ,
I(n0) = n0/(log logn0)1+ , where  > 0, δ = 1− 1B , n0 is the number of elements in the latest reconstruction, and that the lower level
is implemented as a forest of Lazy B-trees. Then, the ISB-tree supports search operations in O (logB logn) expected block transfers with
high probability, where n = Θ(n0) denotes the current number of elements, and update operations in O (1) worst-case block transfers,
if the update position is given. The worst-case update bound is O (logB n) block transfers, and the structure occupies O (n/B) blocks.
Proof. Clearly, from Lemmata 3 and 4, the searching operation takes O (logB logn) expected number of block transfers w.h.p.
Let us now consider the update bound. Between reconstructions the block transfers for an update are clearly O (1),
since we only have to update the appropriate Lazy B-tree which can be done in O (1) block transfers (cf. Theorem 1). The
reconstructions can be easily handled by using the technique of global rebuilding [19]. With this technique the linear work
spent during a global reconstruction of the upper level structure may be spread out on the updates in such a way that a
rebuilding cost of O (1) block transfers is spent at each update.
Finally, the worst-case search complexity of O (logB n) block transfers can be achieved by using two data structures, an
ISB-tree and a Lazy B-tree, and hence storing each element twice. A search for a query element is performed by searching
simultaneously both structures and terminating the search when locating for the ﬁrst time the sought element. The worst-
case update and space complexity remain asymptotically unaffected and so the theorem is proven. 
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Fig. 6. Search performance for regular distributions (left) and Gaussian distributions (right).
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we investigate the practical merits of the ISB-tree. Our prime concern is to (merely) investigate the prac-
tical difference of the asymptotic complexities (in block transfers) of search and rebalancing operations between the ISB-tree
and a cache-aware B-tree. Although there are several cache-aware B-tree variants, all of them exhibit the same asymptotic
complexities in block transfers. Consequently, we compare the performance of ISB-tree with a simple variant of the cache-
aware B-tree. Moreover, we do not compare the performance of our rebalancing operations (after an update) with hashing
schemes and their variants, since the expected-case analysis of such schemes usually assumes uniform input distributions
(or input distributions that produce uniform hash key values), and hence they exhibit poor worst-case performance for
update operations. In our experimental study, we have considered both synthetic and real-world data that are drawn from
smooth distributions. Since our prime concern is the evaluation of the performance of the ISB-tree and our data sets con-
cern elements drawn from smooth distributions, there was no reason in implementing the combined structure that keeps
in parallel a lazy B-tree to guarantee worst-case performance.
5.1. Synthetic data
We have conducted an experimental study making the customary assumption that the disk page size is 4096 bytes, the
length of each key is 8 bytes, and the length of each pointer is 4 bytes. Consequently, each block contains B = 341 elements.
We considered data sets of size n0 ∈ [106,1012] elements generated by a variety of smooth distributions, namely uniform,
regular, normal and Gaussian. We compared the implementation of the ISB-tree with that of a B-tree on the same data sets
(implementations were carried out in C++ including data types from LEDA [24]). Our main concern was to measure the
performance, in simulated block transfers (I/Os), of the search and update operations.
The experimental results regarding the search operations are reported in Fig. 5 and 6. The sequence σ of search oper-
ations had length equal to its corresponding data set and the reported values are averages over the whole sequence. Our
experiments revealed that the number of block transfers in the ISB-tree remains constant even for gigantic data sets (Ter-
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abytes — TB). Moreover, for data sets larger than 100 GB, the expected number of block transfers is reduced by a factor
ranging from 1/3 (for normal and Gaussian distributions) to 1/2 (for uniform and regular distributions) compared with that
required by the B-tree. This behaviour can be explained by the theoretical time complexity of the search operation and
by the fact that for data sets up to 1 TB and block size of 341 elements, the ISB-tree is a two level structure, where the
ﬁrst level (external SIST structure) consists of only one node equipped with the appropriate EID and EREP arrays, while the
second level (lazy B-tree) consists of only one block of elements. Thus, we need 2 block transfers in the ﬁrst level (one
for each array) and 1 block transfer in the second level. Our experiments also show that for uniform and regular distribu-
tions, the position of EREP array (which has been located by its corresponding entry in EID) points in almost all cases to
the correct subset within which the search has to be continued in the second level. For the case of normal and Gaussian
distributions, we often had to move to the immediately next block and this adds one additional block transfer to the search
operation. Naturally, for small data sets (smaller than 10 MB), our data structure becomes less eﬃcient than B-trees, due to
the overhead of the two-level structure.
Regarding the number of block transfers required for rebalancing after an update operation to the data structure, we
again considered the above values of n0 ∈ [106,1012] for our initial data sets upon which we performed update sequences
of length n0/2 and 2n0. The data structure is reconstructed every n0 operations (i.e., we choose c = 1). Our experimental
results are reported in Fig. 7. The values represent worst-case block transfers over the update sequence. We observe that
the number of rebalancing operations in an ISB-tree is independent of the distribution.
5.2. Real-world spatial data
In this section, we deploy one-dimensional data taken from a real-world spatial dataset “LA rivers and railways” [Tiger1]
and “LA streets” [Tiger2], containing 128971 and 131461 Minimum Bounded Rectangles (MBRs), respectively; see [34].
The one-dimensional data are taken by the x- and y-projections of MRBs and the values in each axis are normalized in
[0,10000]. For all experiments, the disk page size is set to 512 bytes, the length of each key to 8 bytes, and the length of
each pointer to 4 bytes. Consequently, each block contains B = 42 elements. We use a relatively small page size so that the
number of nodes in an index simulates realistic situations, where the data set cardinality is higher. A similar methodology
was also used in [7].
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 depict the eﬃciency of ISB-tree on searching for real spatial one-dimensional data. In particular, in Fig. 8
we measured the number of I/Os required for search operations during the insertion of a total of 2×128971 = 257942 and
of 2× 131461 = 262922 x-projections from [Tiger1] and [Tiger2], respectively. Similarly, in Fig. 9 we measured the number
of I/Os required for search operations during the insertion of a total of 2× 128971 = 257942 and of 2× 131461 = 262922
y-projections from [Tiger1] and [Tiger2], respectively.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 depict the eﬃciency of ISB-tree on updating real spatial one-dimensional data. In particular in Fig. 10
we measured the number of I/Os required for the rebalancing operations during the insertion of a total of 2 × 128971 =
257942 x-projections and of 2× 131461 = 262922 x-projections from [Tiger1] and [Tiger2], respectively. In the same way,
in Fig. 11 we measured the number of I/Os required for the rebalancing operations during the insertion of a total of
2× 128971 = 257942 y-projections and of 2× 131461 = 262922 y-projections from [Tiger1] and [Tiger2], respectively.
The experiments above show that our structure requires from 2 to 3 I/Os for both searching and rebalancing operations.
This stems from the fact that the MBRs’ projections from the data sets [Tiger1] and [Tiger2] follow an almost uniform
distribution, due to the almost uniform decomposition of spatial maps. The better performance in [Tiger2] is due to the fact
that this is a dense spatial map and hence the derived one-dimensional data produce densely populated elements.
As a ﬁnal remark, we note that there are applications with uniform key sizes larger than 8 bytes, resulting in a smaller
value of B . The main example of such applications involve manipulation of strings (stemming from eﬃcient manipulation
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Fig. 9. Search performance for MBRs’ y-projections of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2] (right).
Fig. 10. Performance of rebalancing operations after an update for MBRs’ x-projections of [Tiger1] (left) and [Tiger2] (right).
of DNA sequences). In this case, the size of the B may be as small as 2. Consequently, in such cases the ISB-tree will have
a much better performance. This, however, is the subject of future investigation.
6. Conclusions
We presented a new indexing scheme, the ISB-tree, that supports update operations in O (1) worst-case block transfers
and search operations in O (logB logn) expected block transfers with high probability for a large class of input distributions.
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The ISB-tree shoots down for the ﬁrst time the optimal O (logB n) block transfer bound of B-tree and its variants when the
updates are drawn from a large class of input distributions. Its analysis is based on the traditional I/O model of [2,36], and
we conjecture that it can also be implemented in the cache-oblivious model [13] with the same complexities.
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